
11101: "most of this trash picked in dublin making use of the partially good and 

dry winter weather finding quite some religious and political fliers and very 

dirty trash walking in the filthy suburbs not paying any attention to the people 

observing me feeling however a bit worry to be recognized by the stuff from the 

museum where i have exhibited"

11102: "trash picked partially in ireland also exploring town in the north of 

dublin but mostly while in utrecht walking up and down the city to experiment with 

the work for my coming up exhibitions"

11103: "only few trash picked in italy and in sweden before going back to the 

netherlands and taking advantage of the good weather to pick quite some trash 

there prior going to germany for a show"

11104: "trash entirely picked while exploring the city of frankfurt where i was for 

a show and trying to pick extensively despite being afraid to get dirty prior 

entering the museum premises but then hitting the road alone and picking quite 

some trash"

01136: "a month started in italy working in my show-room in the mountains and 

then really much characterized by a lot of exhibitions mounting first in the 

netherlands and then in germany where i did not really use so many tools keeping 

long hours in a frankfurt museum setting up my photo panels but also doing in this 

respect little cooking and too much socializing with other people only starting to 

use more objects upon coming back to august in sweden having to clean after him 

and his rabbits"

05076: "quite some walking in italy but mostly in the netherlands feeling quite 

frustrated for all the traveling and mounting of the exhibition and taking there a 

long walk along a river from breda to belgium but also walking much in utrecht 

going to the gallery where i had the exhibition and to cas and petra's place in 

the arab quarter as well as walking a lot in frankfurt first with the german 

artist florian mehnert there and also in his countryhouse in the black forest and 

then alone back in frnakfurt going long down the river mainz"

14090:  "period  also  spent  dedicated  to  my  thesis  and  getting  a  few  ideas 

attending a course in the small city of karlstad taking a few walks by myself 

there and on the train but also while in stockholm keeping up with my drawings and 

getting several ideas while making other drawings"

14091: "several ideas got while going back and forth to the netherlands attending a 

conference there but mostly while at myrthe's friend wedding feeling bored and 

filling my head with ideas as well as when actually flying and commuting back to 

stockholm where i also had teaching related ideas"

14092: "ideas mostly got with the good season while in sweden biking freely to a



conference and fantasizing but also spending a few days with august and myrthe 

renting a car and visiting a few islands before going to the netherlands and 

getting ideas there while for instance several days at a concert and going later 

to maastricht taking some walks there and getting a few ideas"

16077: "a month started finding an amazing weather in my mountain shelter in 

italy and later going to the netherlands finding it sunny but cold despite a day 

of heat before going to frankfurt and finding an amazing warm weather there for 

several days in a row while i kept mostly inside installing my work in a museum 

and later experiencing a colder and grayer weather almost as if in preparation to 

my return to cold but also quite sunny sweden"

18073: "a period started in the alps again experiencing a lot of night wind and 

then far less wind back in sweden shortly to visit august but still some wind 

while  in  the  netherlands  particularly  when  walking  through  the  sea  city  of 

dordrecht and later even in utrecht for some time before going to put up an 

exhibit in frankfurt and experiencing a lot of wind changes there mostly in the 

modern downtown channeling a lot of air but also later in mainz with the weather 

getting colder and a bit in the black forest near switzerland while hiking with my 

german freind florian"

02131: "a period with a lot of exhibitions affecting quite much my dreams and 

getting me stressed to finish them but also feeling quite affected also of the new 

artist friends met while in germany and later also feeling quite affected by 

liselott new boyfriend taking up the role of the father now for august and finally 

going to the mountains and getting some landscape back in my dreams but also 

conflicts with my mother"

08053: "a fable quite much set in the amazonia and then shifting on to the artic 

and then to new york to finally end up in japan and lastly asia playing with the 

idea of this leave like animal skating over water surfaces and mutating into 

different stages and being quite much persecuted by others more  bigger entities 

to finally become big himself and transform into a big dragon taking his revenge"

07037: "taking a very long time to accomplish this painting after giving up my 

whole room to alberto and kate and not really feeling able to paint in the small 

room but seldom taking the painting out from below the bed and painting it on the 

table in the little time i spent back home after traveling to many exhibitions"

07038: "starting to feel fed up about all the screens and technologies i resumes my 

painting activity despite again being in way too small a place but managing 

however to do some painting on the table under the bed afraid to however making it 

dirty with paint"

15066: "relatively good air quality breath in frankfurt while walking back and 

fort to the exhibit and also visiting with florian his house in the south of



germany to then be back in sweden smelling the dust of trucks cleaning up all the

grouse from the winter roads to then travel both to italy and later to london

smelling a lot of traffic there and feeling very unhealthy walking by the heavy

traffic and completely getting back to fresh air again staying with august in his

apartment"


